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Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee 
Friday, November 11, 2005 

9:00 – 10:30 
238 Morrill Hall 

 
 
Present: William Durfee (chair), Arlene Carney, Carol Carrier, Tom Clayton, John Mowitt, G. 

Edward Schuh, Ronald Siegel, Jennifer Westendorf, Jianyi Zhang 
 
Absent:  Tracey Anderson, Nancy Ehlke, Ruth Okediji 
 
Guests: Professor Raymond Duvall (Chair, Task Force on Academic Freedom); Professor James 

Farr (Chair, Senate Judicial Committee); Professor Martin Sampson (Faculty Legislative 
Liaison) 

 
Others: None 
 
[In these minutes:  academic freedom] 
 
 
Academic Freedom 
 
[URLs of note:   
 
University of Minnesota Academic freedom report: 
http://www1.umn.edu/usenate/fcc/acadfreedomreport.html 
 
AAUP critique of the "academic bill of rights":  
http://www.aaup.org/statements/SpchState/Statements/billofrights.htm ]   
 
 Professor Durfee convened the meeting at 9:00 and noted that the agenda consisted of one item, 
academic freedom.  This is a new part of the Committee's charge, he commented:  to monitor events 
related to academic freedom, to publicize to the University the importance of academic freedom; and to 
recommend policies and procedures related to academic freedom.  Today's meeting is only a review of 
academic freedom; no grand statement or declaration is expected, but perhaps by the end of the year the 
Committee will wish to issue a statement of some kind. 
 
 Professor Duvall reviewed the contents of the report of the task force on academic freedom, 
issued April, 2004.  There were two primary elements to the report, he said:  one, how the University 
could prepare for challenges to academic freedom, rather than just react, and two, how to reinvigorate 
discussion of academic freedom on campus and in the University's relationships with the broader public.  
The task force members realized that most in the University take academic freedom for granted and rarely 
reflect on what it means and its relation to the larger society.  Not only do people take it for granted, they 
also operate with a rather fuzzy conception of what academic freedom is. 
 
                                                 

* These minutes reflect discussion and debate at a meeting of a committee of the University of Minnesota 
Senate; none of the comments, conclusions, or actions reported in these minutes represents the views of, nor are they 
binding on, the Senate, the Administration, or the Board of Regents. 
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 What struck task force members was the complexity of issues and challenges to academic 
freedom.  The task force wanted to deflect the notion that academic freedom is purely a matter of resisting 
external pressures and that there are just two sides to academic freedom.  What the task force took away 
from its work is that there are two components of academic freedom:  a defensive/protective element, that 
scholars are free to pursue their research and teaching, and an affirmative element, the University's 
responsibility as a collective to affirm the value of academic freedom. 
 
 Professor Sampson said that his role as legislative liaison prompts him to think about academic 
freedom.  He said he wanted the Committee to know what is in the "academic bill of rights" that is being 
considered in some state legislatures and Congress.  He provided copies of proposed legislation 
introduced in Ohio that would adopt as law an academic bill of rights; he also provided copies of the 
American Association of University Professors (AAUP) critique of the academic bill of rights.  In Ohio, 
the outcome is being negotiated.  Institutions are saying, in essence, "we are the guardians of academic 
freedom, you [the legislature] don't pass the bill, and we'll do better."  Minnesota should be ahead of the 
curve on this issue and the task force report accomplishes that objective.  There has, however, been less 
activity than called for the by the task force, which is unfortunate, especially since this is a moment when 
society is critiquing universities.  The University should take action to stimulate broader internal 
discussion of issues of academic freedom.  If an academic bill of rights proposal is again introduced in the 
Minnesota legislature (as it was last year), the University must be able to identify the problems with the 
proposal and identify what it can endorse.  There is an opportunity to turn a critique of the University into 
a way to tell society what the University is about. 
 
 Professor Sampson said he was concerned that efforts to raise questions about teaching and 
identifying the University as an interest group could lead to the diminution or dumbing down of what 
instructors do.  They might look at the news about academic bills of rights and decide to get rid of the 
controversial materials in their classes, concluding that the potential difficulties were not worth the 
trouble.  He said he was also worried about those who do not remove controversial materials from 
courses:  where is their back-up and to whom do they talk about problems?   
 
 The key issue in the bill of rights is that final judgments about diversity and pluralism in 
university courses would now move to the courts.   That is contrary to the notion that "broadness" is 
something determined by scholars.  Professor Sampson then quoted from the AAUP comments about the 
academic bill of rights in regard to pluralism and moving final responsibility for universities to the courts.   
At one time there were departments in paralysis because they were divided between Marxists and non-
Marxists, Professor Siegel recalled.  The academic bill of rights could require a conservative economics 
department to hire a socialist.   
 
 The bill in the Minnesota legislature was introduced late in the session and was not heard by any 
committee.  Professor Sampson said he did not know what the odds are that it would be passed, but 
surmised that the bill may be introduced again in the upcoming legislative session.  The AAUP review 
endorses the principle of neutrality but that the bill of rights "is an improper and dangerous method for its 
implementation."  The AAUP maintains that the result of adopting an academic bill of rights, Professor 
Sampson told the Committee, is that it transfers "responsibility for the evaluation of students competence 
to college and university administrators or to the courts, apparently on the premise that faculty ought to be 
stripped of the authority to make such evaluative judgments." 
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 Professor Durfee inquired if the task force members had any sense of the level of awareness of 
academic freedom at the University.  The job of this Committee is to increase such awareness; did the 
task force have any discussions along this line?  (It did not.)  What should the Committee do, he asked? 
 
 Professor Siegel reported that in his college, one of his colleagues studies drug pricing, and his 
findings often contradict the positions taken by pharmaceutical companies.  The dean receives indications 
that she should muzzle him, or she receives subtle threats, but there is nothing overt.  The dean has been 
steadfast in not responding, but the pressures do exist.  Is there any mechanism to expose these 
professors, Professor Mowitt inquired?  Not that he knows of, Professor Siegel said. 
 
 If the Committee is to be proactive, Professor Mowitt said, it must draw attention to interest 
expressed in controversies, such as corporations trying to influence what is studied.  The Committee 
should also talk openly about academic bills of rights and why legislatures consider them.  The University 
should not wait because then it is in a defensive position.  If corporations knew that their activities would 
be made public, perhaps they would be more careful. 
 
 Professor Schuh suggested it is important to help people understand that academic freedom is a 
very complex issue.  Most people have a narrow conception of it and few understand what is in the Ohio 
legislation.  Faculty would be shocked to learn that it would transfer responsibility for evaluating students  
to the administration or the courts. 
 
 There is something revealing about a movement that rests on the premise that the faculty are not 
to be trusted, Professor Duvall said.  Faculty need to reflect on that premise and ask what is going on that 
such a movement can have broad appeal.  It suggests there is a misunderstanding of what the academic 
enterprise is and what professional standards and mechanisms are.  It is important for the University to do 
something.  It was clear to the task force that some believe academic freedom means they can do anything 
they want to.  If faculty work under that assumption, it is not surprising that there is support for the view 
that faculty should not be trusted.  The University needs to work on faculty understanding of academic 
freedom as well as understanding in society at large.  The Regents' policy does not speak to this issue, 
although the task force report does, Professor Durfee commented. 
 
 The academic bill of rights advocates contend that faculty consistently introduce controversial 
topics, with no pedagogical purpose and that are unrelated to the subject of the course, Professor Sampson 
said.  He said that practice would trouble him, too.  But this is something the faculty need to look at inside 
the University; the contentions of the bill of rights advocates do call for discussion and self-reflection. 
 
 How does one stimulate discussion on campus, Professor Durfee asked?   The tenure debate was 
the most vigorous discussion since he has been at the University, because faculty saw that the outcome 
would affect what they do.  That now seems very distant.  Professor Schuh noted the report on views of 
presidents that had been released this week; many of them see tenure purely as job security and they have 
no sense of the value of academic freedom.  What did the task force call for, Professor Mowitt asked?  
Campus-wide for and debates about controversial issues, Professor Duvall said, in order to show how 
faculty are committed to their professional responsibilities and academic duties and how they approach 
them, so that all can see how the faculty think about contentious matters.  The task force also 
recommended incorporating instruction about academic freedom in the undergraduate curriculum so 
students know what it means for them and for the faculty.  Could the fora include legislators, Professor 
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Mowitt inquired?  They could.  That is important, he said, because their vision of academic freedom many 
not include teaching. 
 
 There are presidential fora on controversial issues, Professor Durfee said, that get the best 
scholars to debate, recognize scholarly issues, and look at the issues from a scholarly approach.  Vice 
Provost Carney said it was perhaps more important to DEMONSTRATE academic freedom than to 
discuss academic freedom itself; such events could lead to a discussion of aspects of academic freedom.  
Such events could demonstrate that this is a university where academic freedom is valued.  The task force 
spoke of "modeling disciplined debate," Professor Duvall said, which meant showing what such debate is 
and demonstrating that it is not necessarily binary.   
 
 Professor Sampson wondered if it would be useful to survey the faculty to learn what they think 
academic freedom means and how they understand it.   
 
 Public debates would be a good idea, Professor Westendorf said, but there is also an element of 
educating faculty.  A survey could be a way to obtain knowledge about the level of faculty understanding, 
but there also need to be discussions at the department level that can trickle down to graduate students and 
others.  Professor Siegel pointed out that ethics discussions are required in science departments; academic 
freedom could be included in those discussions.  They are typically more for graduate students but could 
be directed at faculty as well.  And it is not just academic freedom but also academic responsibility that 
needs discussion. 
 
 Professor Clayton agreed that a survey could be extremely useful to find out what people are 
thinking and how that may need to be changed.  Academic freedom is the most important value of the 
University, he said, but discussions of it are not of interest.  Tenure is also extremely important but was 
not discussed until it was under threat.  Most people will not engage in such discussions because they are 
too busy, unless there is a threat.  To generate discussion, there must be examples of what is happening or 
could happen in order to dramatize the issue.  Without making an active effort, it will be difficult to get 
people to take time.   
 
 Were people interested in the subject, Professor Durfee asked Professor Duvall?  They were, he 
said; those invited to the task force came and spent time.  They did not have an open forum; their 
conversations were among themselves and with individuals identified as able to shed light on threats and 
challenges to academic freedom.   
 
 Professor Durfee drew the attention of Committee members to the statement issued by the 
American Council on Education, a statement endorsed by a number of groups.  The Committee could 
think about whether it wished to use the statement as it considers whether to draft a new academic 
freedom statement for the University or concludes that the current statement is sufficient.  If there is an 
academic freedom question, where do faculty and students go?  The Committee should also think about 
academic freedom from the student viewpoint, he added. 
 
 Professor Farr asked if 2005 is the time to review the University's policy, which is in, but 
separate from, the tenure code.  The language can affect Judicial Committee cases, he said.  They 
confront very narrow definitions from faculty members.  The Committee could revisit the policy and draw 
links with the task force report and incorporate students, he said.  At a minimum, Professor Duvall said, 
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the University community should reaffirm the Regents' current policy, especially the second paragraph; 
the policy reads as follows: 
 

The Board of Regents (Board) of the University of Minnesota (University) reaffirms the 
principles of academic freedom and responsibility. These are rooted in the belief that the mind is 
ennobled by the pursuit of understanding and the search for truth, and the state well served when 
instruction is available to all at an institution dedicated to the advancement of learning. These 
principles are also refreshed by the recollection that there is commune vinculum omnibus artibus, 
a common bond through all the arts.  
Academic freedom is the freedom to discuss all relevant matters in the classroom, to explore all 
avenues of scholarship, research, and creative expression, and to speak or write as a public citizen 
without institutional discipline or restraint. Academic responsibility implies the faithful 
performance of academic duties and obligations, the recognition of the demands of the scholarly 
enterprise, and the candor to make it clear that the individual is not speaking for the institution in 
matters of public interest.  

 
Dr. Carney said she would like to see a more vigorous system of new faculty orientation.  Now it 

is haphazard across colleges and there are a lot of central things that faculty do not know.  She said she 
was hoping for a three-day non-mandatory orientation, with a stipend for new faculty to attend, and this 
would be a place to introduce the culture of the University and academic freedom.  The orientation would 
include the usual information about benefits, promotion and tenure, and so on, but it could also include 
seasoned faculty to talk in break-out groups as a way to start dialogues on the campus.  Then proposed 
fora would then show the University's commitment to talking about controversial issues on campus.  This 
would be a way for new faculty to learn about the University's view of academic freedom, Professor 
Durfee agreed; such a mechanism seems not to exist now, and this Committee could help shape that 
discussion. 

 
Where are threats to academic freedom in the University discussed, Professor Siegel asked?  In 

the Judicial Committee, Professor Farr told him.  Is this Committee informed about those cases, Professor 
Siegel then asked?  This is a policy-oriented committee, Professor Durfee said; if there is something the 
Judicial Committee believes requires a policy change, the recommendation would come here.  And there 
are mechanisms for students to appeal if they believe they have been graded on their political views, 
Professor Sampson added.  If the Pharmacy faculty member felt he was receiving pressure because of his 
work, would he go to the Judicial Committee, Professor Durfee asked?  He would, Professor Farr said, 
although there would have to be a particular issue to be dealt with.  What statements would the Judicial 
Committee rely on, Professor Durfee inquired?  It would be guided by the academic freedom statement 
and the longer policy, Professor Farr said.  Professor Clayton said that the individual would probably go 
first to the University's now-named Conflict Resolution Office to learn what avenues to pursue.  Professor 
Farr agreed and reported that he speaks with the University Grievance Officer about referral of individual 
cases.  It is important that his information be provided to young faculty, Dr. Carney said. 

 
Professor Duvall said he did not know the technical status of the task force report.  The Regents accepted 
it, enthusiastically, but it is not written as a policy document.  Board members had several questions and 
then thanked the task force, saying it was a great document.  Is this the group charged to take the next 
steps, Vice President Carrier asked?  Dr. Carney reported that the report was distributed to the CIC 
schools [the Big Ten plus Chicago] and there has been more discussion at other CIC schools than at 
Minnesota.  Who appointed the task force?  The Provost (Christine Maziar) and the Faculty Consultative 
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Committee; since the report was issued, no formal action has been taken on it, to the best of his 
knowledge, Professor Duvall said.  Professor Durfee agreed with Dr. Carrier that this Committee might 
think about recommendations to make things happen and decide whether the University's current policies 
and statements are enough or if there are weaknesses that need to be addressed.  To some extent the ball is 
in the Provost's office, Professor Westendorf said, and it could be asked what the plans are.  Or this 
Committee could ask if the Provost wishes it to take on the issues.  Dr. Carney said she would bring the 
academic freedom task force report to the task force on faculty culture; it is important that task force 
weave the academic freedom report into its strategic positioning report.  It would be a waste if the report 
were not woven into the strategic positioning effort. 

 
Professor Duvall said he believed the University should take up Professor Sampson's invitation to 

think about bringing to legislative meetings the point about moving effective authority for review of 
student performance to the legal system and out of the hands of faculty.  Faculty should be frightened 
about that possibility, he said, and the Committee should try to articulate what the University can do to 
derail this as an issue so the legislature in this state decides it will not entertain the proposition.  The 
University should have some kind of presentation prepared.  The problem is that while there is a tense 
discussion of academic freedom outside the University, there is none inside, Professor Sampson said, and 
the result is a missed opportunity to improve the University with discussion and the squandering of an 
opportunity to inform the faculty about the issues.  This is getting attention at other universities; it would 
be best if the University could do something to make other institutions struggling with academic freedom 
to look to Minnesota as a model. 

 
The Committee discussed issues related to legislative understand of academic freedom and how 

the issues in the academic bill of rights should be brought to the attention of the faculty.  The University 
needs to be out front on the issues, Professor Sampson said, but needs to discuss the status of and faculty 
understanding of academic freedom.  Professor Mowitt suggested that the task force report is evidence the 
University has thought seriously about academic freedom; it is not clear what more it can do, and he 
opined that any fora will not mean a great deal to many people.  There is a need to educate faculty and 
increase awareness of the issues, Professor Westendorf said.  Professor Schuh said he was not opposed to 
a survey but academic freedom is a very complex issue and any survey would have to be done very 
carefully.  Professor Siegel agreed.  Professor Durfee agreed that the views of the faculty should be 
collected and reported back to the Committee. 

 
It was agreed that the Committee would postpone discussion of departmental 7.12 statements and 

post-tenure review until the spring and would devote the December 9 meeting to a continued discussion 
of academic freedom.   Professor Durfee adjourned the meeting at 10:30. 

 
     -- Gary Engstrand 
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